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Abstract
This paper focuses on the reflective area of building personality wherein an individual’s foremost responsibility is to

identify his/her inner qualities and talents. It also focuses the different perceptions of individuals in judging and
justifying oneself and in judging and justifying others. On the other hand itfocuses on how an individual neglects
himself/herself probing into others’ success or failures. Further it highlights one’sresposibilities towards oneself.
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Introduction
The term personality is a buzz. Every man wants to be proven. And for the same he tries to get himself

Upgraded and updated in various aspects to be marked as a remarkable personality.

Unfortunately very few reach far and wide. This is because of two factors:

A failure to be reflected by inherent qualities.

A failure to take responsibilities towards self.

The present generation has adopted a trendwherein they are attached to the false eminence and fail to sense
the essence of the reality related to their own nature. They are utterly detached to realise, recognise and be
reflected by their inherent qualities as they are more focused onto others. Further they are interested in
gathering particulars and practices of others. They are keen in sharing and spreading the drawbacks of others
to the rest of the world. They are always induced to greet, meet, thrust and point out others.

The few commonest characteristics of unreflect individuals:

They don’t give importance to self but grant others to be important.
They don’t follow their needs but swallow others’ deeds.
They don’t trust their interests but interrupt others.
They aren’t hungry for being creative butangry to know new.
They don’t act instead react against others.
On the otherhand they fail to take responsibilities towards themselves as they fail to project their prospects.
Moreover they fail to recognise their needs and realise their talents. Above all fail to retain their focus on
themselves. The state of the development affairs among the youngsters in the present scenario is miserably
detoriating because they restrict themselves to think. Neither the structure of education nor the scheme in the
society is successful in upbringing them with an awareness of responsibilities towards themselves.

How to seek responsibilities:
Should search inner talents and pave a path to reach goals.
Should have a guide to ride destiny.
Should swear to wear a helmet at the time of challenges.
Should yearn to learn new.
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Should build confidence to yield consequences.

To evolve personality one has to:

Know oneself instead of knowing others.
Know one’s interest instead of thrusting others.
Be creative instead of restrictive.
Be active instead of detective.
One should respect oneself instead of suspecting others.

Mindset :
Most of the youngsters are found to be familiar to a fixed mindset wherein they believe that their basic
qualities are simply fixed traits, and use their performance to document their traits. Instead they should be
encouraged to learn to reframe fixed mindset to growth mindset wherein they believe that their most basic
abilities can be developed, and improved upon, which creates a love of learning and growing significantly.

FIXED MINDSET                    VERSUS    GROWTH MINDSET
Avoids challenges Embraces challenges

Ignores criticism Learns from feedback and criticism

Intelligence and talent is fixed Intelligence and talent can be developed

Less effort More effort

Gives up easily Keeps trying and never gives up

Accept failures Persists in the face of setbacks

Threatened by the success of others Inspired by the success of others

Always fail Learn from failure

Never improve Work hard to be improved

Least bothered Incessant learner

Conclusion
To evolve one’s personality one has to focus on one’s interests, qualities and talents rather than showing
interest on other’s progression and construction. Most importantly one has to be earnest and eager to elect
onself on the other hand neglect the attention towards others and always keep up with a spirit of enthusiasm to
learn and grow with a positive mindset.


